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ABSTRACT 

Saleh Lamase, Rayhan. 2016.External and internal Conflicts in Warm Bodies 

movie (A Movie directed by Jonathan Levine).Skripsi, English Department. 

Letter and Culture Faculty. Gorontalo State University. First Advisor: 

Adriansyah.A. Katili, SS.M.Pd. Second Advisor: Rusni Podungge,S.Pd., M.A. 

Warm Bodies Movie was directed by Jonathan. A. Levine. It was released 

on 01 february 2013 in the U.S.A Canada this movie was inspired in the novel 

“Warm Bodies” Isaac Marion and the story was based on the Horror romantic 

comedy with the same title. The focus of this research is the conflicts of main 

characters in movie “Warm Bodies”. this  research applied the library research 

method to analysis the data, then the result will be explained by using  the 

descritive qualitative method. The structural approach is used to analyze the 

conflict of the main characters in movie from internal and external. The data was 

collected from Warm Bodies Movie itself. The data analysis is Watching movie, 

Then comes to analyzing step which toidentify all  of data from selectedmovie, 

next is clasifying the data, and the last step is take conclusion from my research.  

Based on the result, the researcher found four signs that categories into 

Conflicts in Warm bodies movie is limited only with the conflict of Man versus 

himself, conflict man versus man, conflict man versus nature and man versus 

society.  The first man versus himself, the conflict began when a Man as a Zombie 

fall in Love to a Girl, the second is man versus man, the conflict began when a 

man as a zombie came to julie’s father Army office and julie’s father must killing 

zombie but julie tried to proctected a Zombie. And the third is man versus society, 

the conflict began when a man as a zombie take her in his airplane as a hideaway  

with him and a man as zombie must trying to protected her caused his want to 

lived together with her as a long time. 

Key Words: Warm Bodies’s conflict,struggle and Romance. 
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